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Abstract—This paper presents an energy efficient trust 

management model for securing life-saving information with 

optimal power/energy consumption by sensor nodes. The 

proposed model is a cluster based three tier-architecture where 

first tier records the first-run configuration of the nodes. The 

second tier secures the data between the nodes, and the third 

tier ensures energy efficiency by calculating energy 

consumption at every level and rotates cluster head among the 

nodes. The difficult task of energy efficiency is achieved 

through a robust algorithm, which configures the nodes and 

train the network using a machine learning technique. The 

simulation results show smooth functioning of the network 

with less energy consumption. The proposed scheme performs 

better than Anonymous Authentication for Wireless Body 

Area Networks with Provable Security (AAWBAN) in terms of 

computational overhead, energy consumption, throughput and 

data drop rate. 

Keywords-trust management system; medical wireless sensor 

networks; security; energy efficiency 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Diverse characteristics of Medical Wireless Sensor 
Networks (MWSNs) facilitate remote monitoring of patients 
in healthcare applications. A brief exploration of several 
health care projects (AlarmNet, MobiCare, MediSN, 
UbiMone) reveals that provision and maintenance of reliable 
security against several attacks is a major requirement for 
providing immediate treatment to the patients. An integration 
of health care service systems with the cloud computing 
architecture employs physiological sensing devices that are 
capable of continuous monitoring and raising alarm for 
emergency situations. Such a successful operation is 
guaranteed only when all nodes function in a trustworthy 
manner. Trust among the nodes ensures robustness, 
reliability, and verification. Several trust management 
mechanisms have been proposed for healthcare systems [1-5]. 
Trust in WSNs is assessed periodically based on the number 
of failed and successful communication attempts by a certain 

node in specific interval of time [6–8]. The issue with this 
recursive method of trust estimation technique is that it 
emphases more on recent state of the node and does not 
consider any previous failed communication attempts. 
Consequently, a malicious node can simply eliminate any 
bad reputation by using some verified successful 
communications and the later continue to attack. For 
example, in an on-off attack, the malicious node changes its 
behaviour from good to bad and from bad to good rendering 
itself undetectable during the attack [8]. Detection of such a 
state is important to avoid wastage of resources if more 
nodes behave like this. The performance and security of a 
WSN depend on cooperation and trust assurance of nodes. 

Some of the major issues in calculating trust in sensor 
networks are extreme computations and energy efficiency. 
The sensor trust model and ambient trust sensor routing in [1] 
use complex Gaussian distribution and location-based 
routing protocol which incur computational overhead and 
more battery consumption. A routing protocol requires more 
communication resources to decide the best route. Addition 
encouragement and multiplication punishment (AEMP) [2] 
routing protocol and direct trust dependent link state routing 
protocol [3] are examples of resource intensive trust-based 
routing protocols. Policy maker, Keynote, SPKI/SDSI, Role 
Based Access control (RBAC) are based on role-based trust 
management language [4]. They specify policies over the 
nodes, delegating their roles to other nodes when location 
alters. They identify delegation based on attributes and not 
on their identities. Maintenance of connectivity and trust are 
important criteria in secure link establishment between the 
nodes. The impact of high resource utilization constraints 
and the heterogeneous characteristics of devices in MWSNs 
render the key management schemes [5-8] inefficient. Hence, 
a pervasive authentication protocol [9] and secure data 
transmission protocol [10] are employed to meet the 
constraints and characteristics of MWSN nodes. The 
certificate-less remote anonymous protocol [11] is used to 
overcome the issues in security provision. Attribute-based 
encryption schemes [12-15] and fuzzy attribute-based 
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signcryption schemes [16] address these issues by providing 
the trade-off between the security and elasticity in health care 
applications. Data protection against the insider attacks is a 
major concern in a remote patient monitoring system. The 
numerous processes involved in cryptographic and attribute-
based algorithms cause computational overhead and 
consume time. Hence security assurance with less 
computational overhead and more energy efficiency are 
major requirements of MWSNs. 

This paper presents a 3-tier architecture to address issues 
in trust management, security, and privacy in MWSNs. The 
sensor nodes in this architecture can continuously update 
their configuration and trust level to avoid being malicious. 
They continue to transmit usable, private and sensitive 
information as well. The 3-tier architecture is based on initial 
configuration of the wireless sensor nodes. The memory 
architecture of nodes allows default configuration to be 
changed [16]. This is the reason a node can act maliciously 
when its initial configuration is compromised. Proposed 
model records the initial configuration and saves it in 
separate file in an encrypted form and then uses that 
encrypted file for further operations. The encrypted 
configuration file is used for energy efficient communication. 
This is continued until the system is fully trained to identify 
the trustworthy nodes. The trusted nodes are used in the form 
of small clusters to ensure random checks by neighbouring 
nodes. The cluster heads are changed continuously to divide 
the network energy computation overhead among the nodes. 
The second tier is a training module based on machine 
learning capability. It identifies and makes sure 
trustworthiness of the nodes. Third tier deals with uniformity 
of network over-heads and ensures energy efficiency for 
nodes. The model is implemented in NS-2 for successful 
network communication and efficient energy usage. The 
results of proposed mechanism are compared with an 
anonymous authentication scheme presented in [17]. The 
results demonstrate that the proposed model performs better 
than the scheme in [17].  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the related work. Section 3 explains the proposed 
model. Section 4 presents the simulation results and the 
paper is concluded in Section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Current researchers have worked mostly on 
authentication, verification, and privacy techniques for 
managing trust in MWSNs. Authors in [17] have used 
anonymous authentication (AA) for finding a reliable node. 
This AA scheme not only performs better than previous AA 
schemes but also provides complete confidentiality of 
patients. The AA scheme should satisfy some security 
requirements. These requirements include mutual 
authentication, non-traceability, anonymity, no verification 
table, and session key agreement, perfect forward secrecy 
and attack resistance [17]. The authors after meeting these 
security requirements proposed an AA scheme and compared 
its performance against another AA scheme [18].  

Authors in [18] presented an anonymous access control 
for WBANs. This scheme reduces the complexity by using 

the same architecture as described in [17]. They have 
introduced a separate step called signcryption (sign-based 
encryption). It requires a person/doctor to initialize the first 
communication message. This action forms the basis of 
authentication and verification of upcoming messages. Apart 
from this initialization phase, the three phases of 
authentication, authorization and revocation are dependent 
on the input of first person/user/doctor, thus rendering this 
technique heavily dependent on user input.  

The mechanism in [19] is based on public auditing 
scheme. This is used with multi-user sharing data technique 
which publicizes cloud for forward security and identifies 
illegal group members. The scheme has implemented some 
heavy encryption techniques for message authentication. 
This heavy computation depends upon cloud storage hence it 
works only for cloud based wireless sensor networks backed 
by heavy processing and a memory unit.  

The mechanism in [20] uses the modified version of low-
energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) protocol 
called LEACH++. Authors have included intrusion-based 
detection to enhance the protocol. The problem with LEACH 
is the setup phase. The network of nodes before it could be 
deployed needs to be setup as per LEACH requirements and 
only then it could be used properly, and a secure network is 
created.  

An improved and anonymous authentication protocol has 
been introduced in [21]. This protocol uses two factor 
authentications for message security and verification. The 
patient ID and password are two factors which are used for 
this purpose. This technique is also based on first person 
acknowledgement.  

A MAC based payload tuning technique for reliable 
communication has been discussed in [22]. This technique is 
based on collision probability which calculates the payload 
critical index for a node to identity its trust. The probability 
of payload function gives an edge to the attacker which if 
disguises as a defender can cause network deadlock with the 
increasing probability of an attack.  

Another first person input based technique is discussed in 
[23]. The encryption key technique to secure message 
reliability causes computation overhead. The biometric 
sensor requires input of the first person to initiate working of 
the network.  

A path length factor-based trustworthiness estimations 
method for WSNs has been worked out in [24]. Path length 
factor refers to closest neighbour based on hop distance. The 
proposed estimations method is based on fuzzy logic to 
calculate reliability of the node. The trust mechanism takes 
care of reliability of nodes, but it is far less accurate in terms 
of message verification.   

Authors in [25] have discussed various threats present in 
wireless sensor networks. The two types of attacks are 
classified as external attacks and internal attacks. The 
external attacks include denial of service (DoS) attacks, 
replay attack and sniffing. The internal attacks comprise of 
malicious attacks which nodes launch against other nodes. 
Internal attacks consist of Wormhole, Greyhole, Sinkhole 
and Blackhole. Internal attacks are considered more serious 
as compared to external attacks. In order to defend against 
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internal attacks, there is a need for a trust management 
system which calculates trust value of a node and determine 
whether the node is malicious or not. However, the authors 
also mention that even with a proper trust management 
system, there are attacks which are aimed against network 
communication. The authors in their proposed model first 
calculated a node trust value using dynamic sliding time 
window and defined a trust tree model. The model is tested 
in a TOSSIM simulator against some current algorithms. The 

results showed better performance and security against other 
solutions.  

This review of schemes is summarized in Table I. The 
performance criteria are based on message authenticity, 
message verification, node authenticity, computation 
overhead and energy efficiency. These parameters are also 
considered for trust calculation and performance evaluation 
of the proposed model. 

TABLE I.    OVERVIEW OF EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES 

Reference 

No. 
Message  

Authentication 

Message 

Verification 

Node 

Authenticity 

Computation 

Overhead 

Energy 

Efficiency 

[17] Yes through key 

management 

Yes. Through 

authentication ID 

No Yes No 

[18] Yes. First person signature 

based encryption 

Yes through 

authorization 

No Yes No 

[19] Yes. Through PrivateKey Yes. Yes Yes No 

[20] No Yes No Yes Yes 

[21] No No Yes No No 

[22] Yes Yes No No No 

[23] Yes Yes No Yes No 

[24] No No Yes No Yes 

[25] Yes Yes No Yes No 

 

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL 

A typical MWSN setup is shown in Fig. 1. Typical 
examples of applications of MWSNs include monitoring of 
patients in hospital settings, remote monitoring of elderly 
patients at homes, collection of clinical and vital signs data 
of patients for decision making by doctors. A patient is the 
main source of information/data through various sensors. 
The data gathered from sensors is stored in a remote location 
where it can be used to generate several reports as per need. 
The sensor nodes in a MWSN are typical sensor nodes. But 
these nodes are well configured to work with necessary 
medical equipment for vital signs monitoring. This data can 
be transferred to remote locations through base stations. The 
data is configured in the form of a file set as an AVP 
(Attribute Value Pairs) value [26]. The configuration file has 
standard and default information of heart rate, pulse rate and 
blood pressure, default ID, battery, and temperature 
information. The values are set to verify the node.  

The configuration file can easily be accessed through a 
firmware and is vulnerable to attacks. Hence it is important 
to ensure integrity of this file. 

 
Figure 1. A sample scenario of a MWSN 

A. First Tier Architecture-Node Registeration 

There is a different AVP for each information stored in 
the configuration file. The structure of AVP is as follows. 

AP Code AP Length AP Value 

In proposed model, for every entry AVP is encrypted 
during the first execution. The encryption of the AVP is 
performed by adding another tag consisting of node ID. The 
final configuration of AVP is as follows.  

Node ID AP Code AP Length AP Value 

The new AVP is stored in new configuration file. Now 
the original configuration file can be tampered but not the 
new one as it is encrypted. After each communication the 
AVP is updated and encrypted again. The system keeps 
calculating energy usage to make sure that this recursive 
nature of encryption may not cause computation overhead or 
energy leakage. If computation overhead causes energy 
leakage, machine learning technique is applied at second tier. 

B. Second Tier Architecture Clustering 

In order to divide the computation overhead over the 
network we have proposed clusters of closely related nodes 
based on the distance and signal strength. Each cluster is 
headed by a cluster head (CH) which takes most of the 
computation and stores the configuration file of all the nodes. 
When energy consumption goes beyond the set limit the 
cluster head configuration is sent to another node. This 
divides the overhead and maintains energy efficiency.  

Trust evaluation of a node is carried out based on 
misbehaviour types. Apart from defining misbehaviour types 
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for direct trust evaluation, we have ranked each type based 
on level of severity. The types of misbehaviour that we have 
considered are as follows: 

If a node does not forward messages (Level 5). 
If a node advertises many paths and the paths are 

declared good (Level 4). 
If a node re-routes to avoid a broken link. However, no 

errors are observed (Level 3). 
If a node frequently updates routes which is deemed 

unusual (Level 2). 
If a node tampers with the message header and makes a 

silent route change (Level 1). 
Based on these defined levels of severity, we assume that 

a node cannot misbehave on two events at the same time. 
Using these levels of severity, a trust value is assigned to 
every node. It is important to mention that in proposed 
scheme, the level of severity is inversely related to the trust 
value that is if a node misbehaves at a level 1, the node will 
be assigned the maximum trust value. However, if a node 
acts on a level 5 severity, then that node will be assigned a 
low trust value. Following equation represents the 
relationship between severity and trust value. 

𝑇𝑑𝑡(𝐴: 𝐵, 𝑎𝑐𝑡) = 𝑘𝑑𝑡 ∗ 
1

(𝑎𝑐𝑡)
+ 𝑆𝑙𝑡    

where Slt represents the level of severity. Tdt represents the 
direct trust value of a node. kdt refers to a constant which we 
have defined in the protocol stack. The value of Kdt is 
determined based on the level of severity to make sure trust 
is low when the level of severity is high. act represents the 
acknowledgement, and its value is 0 or 1 to ensure trust is 
calculated on receiving a response.  

Depending on the history of information and the time of 
verification a node through machine learning capability can 
determine whether the node is malicious or not. For example, 
if a node CHa is trying to verify the authenticity of another 
node CHb, then the CHa would first check the time at which 
the information provided by CHb was last verified. If the 
information of verification was around for few more 
successful communications, then the CHb node would be 
considered a trusted node and will be assigned a high trust 
value accordingly. However, in other case the CHb would be 
declared as a possible malicious node and would be assigned 
a low trust value. 

𝑇𝐻𝑛𝑖 =  {𝑇𝐻𝑛1, 𝑇𝐻𝑛2, 𝑇𝐻𝑛3, … … 𝑇𝐻𝑛𝑗 }         

THni represents the time factor at which the validity of 
information was verified 

𝑇𝑖𝑑𝑡 =  𝑓(𝑥) = {
𝑊𝐻𝑛, 𝑅𝐼𝑛 ≤ 𝑇𝐻𝑛𝑖

𝑊𝐿𝑛, 𝑅𝐼𝑛 > 𝑇𝐻𝑛𝑖
          

where, Tidt represents the indirect trust value of a node, WHn 
represents the higher weight of a node, WLn represents the 
lower weight of a node, RIn represents the rating of 
information depending on its verification time. Indirect trust 
is defined as the trust of node n which is 1 hop distance from 
its communicating nodes. 

After the calculation of both the direct and indirect trust 
values of a node, there is a need to calculate the complete 
trust (directly of a node or indirectly through one hop 
neighbours) value of a node. Following equation calculates 
trust value of a node through the summation of both the 
direct and indirect trust values.  

               𝑇𝐶𝐻𝑖 = ∑ (𝑇𝑑𝑡𝑥 , 𝑇𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑥)𝑛
𝑥=1     

where TCHi represents the trust value of the cluster head 
under consideration. 

C. Third Tier Architecture-Energy Efficiency 

Energy efficiency is the overall requirement and the 
proposed algorithm keeps on calculating it and when energy 
consumption reaches the defined limit a new CH is assigned. 
New CH assignment depends upon the trust value of the 
node. In order to become a CH the node has to achieve a 
certain level of trust. This is achieved by ranking of rating by 
other nodes and assignment of lower and upper weight limits 
depending on a successful communication log.  

The algorithm which details the working of first two tiers 
along with energy consumption is follows:  
 

Algorithm for 3 Tier Architecture 
Function Fi(a) // i is the node and a is the area of network  

Begin  

    Open Nodei 

    Encrypt ARPi 

      Select CH randomly 

      Begin 

Assign OverHead = Sizeof(ARP) 

Assign time = rate of network speed 

            Energy Consumed = OverHead/time 

      End 

      If Energy Consumed > Threshold 

             Begin 

       Record THNi 

           Assign data(THni) to RIn 

           Record WHn and WLn 

           Compute f(x) 

        Calculate Tidt based on WHn and WLn 

       Assign Node(Tidt) to CHi 

                 End 

 

End 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Table II represents the simulation scenario. 
  

TABLE II.    SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Selected Protocols AODV 

Application Type FTP 
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Node Density 100 nodes on area 3000x3000m 

Area Sizes (meters) 3000x3000 m 

Simulated Time 70 Seconds 

Nodes Types Mobile Nodes 

Traffic Type Constant Bit Rate 

Performance Parameters 

Computation overhead, Energy 

consumption, Throughput, Data 

drop rate 

No. of Receiver One at a time 

The simulations are carried out in NS2 simulator [27]. 
Computational overhead rate, throughput based on trust 
calculation, energy consumption and data drop rate are 
calculated and compared with algorithm described in [17]. 
Fig. 2 shows that proposed model and existing model in [17] 
performed nearly the same in the beginning (till 10 nodes). 
This is because the nodes in proposed model take some time 
to form clusters and calculate the trust among them, once 
clusters are formed and trust relationships are established 
proposed model starts to perform better. Energy consumption 
by nodes in proposed model is less as compared to nodes in 
[17] as shown in Fig. 3. The cluster heads are changed 
continuously to divide network energy computation overhead 
among the nodes. In Fig. 4 throughput of proposed model is 
more than the throughput of [17]. It does not cross 1400 
bits/sec value showing failure of the network in [17].  

 

 
Figure 2. Computation overhead of proposed model and existing model 

[17]. 

 
Figure 3. Energy Consumption in proposed model and existing model [17]. 

 

Figure 4. Throughput calculation of proposed model and existing model in 

[17]. 

 

Figure 5. Data Drop Rate of proposed model and existing model in [17] for 

100 nodes. 
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Figure 6. Data Drop Rate of proposed model and existing model [17] for 

200 nodes 

In Fig. 5 due to anonymous authentication, the data drop 
rate for the proposed model is slightly high in the beginning 
as compared to the existing model in [17] and then it starts to 
drop. This improvement is due to clusters formation and trust 
establishment in the proposed model. Addition of more 
nodes show uniformity in data drop rate due to existing 
clusters in proposed model as compared to the model in [17] 
which steadily increases as shown in Fig. 6. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Energy efficiency is an important concern in resource 
sensitive healthcare sensor-based devices. Due to the neglect 
of this vital parameter several latest technologies have failed 
to address trust management issues with optimal energy 
consumption. The proposed model with its 3-tier architecture 
and efficient cluster-based computation allowed the network 
to perform better in terms of computational overhead, 
throughput, energy consumption and data drop rate. Trust 
among nodes is achieved by registration through AVP values 
and then re-clustering of nodes allows distribution of 
computation overhead. This results in a comprehensive 
energy efficient solution.  
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